
Simple Tech to Engage Students 
With so many ed-tech tools being introduced, it can feel overwhelming to train 
educators with the knowledge to use all of them efficiently. Learn about the three 
power tools that are simple and easy for any level educator to use. Tools don’t 
engage students. Teachers use tools to engage students. Let’s discuss the difference 
and have teachers making more connections and increasing their love for teaching. 

Becoming a Fearless + Resilient Educator 
Learn what it means to be a fearless and resilient educator and take back your 
balance. Discussion will highlight how these qualities are the most important aspects 
of social emotional learning. As we learn to develop, support, and model fearlessness 
and resilience in ourselves it ultimately create it in our students. 

Twitter @KampusCoach

TikTok @fearlesseducator

OliviaOdileke.com

Keynote Topics

Teacher Engagement 
Keynote

Background

This was the absolute BEST zoom meeting I have had all 
summer. The speaker was absolutely engaging, and I felt her 
energy as if she was right in my room. I am excited to start 
applying these strategies.~ MUSKEGON MIDDLE SCHOOL

Visit my website to view 
sample demo video and 

submit an inquiry.

Our #1 reason for 
feeling 

overwhelmed is 
Fear. Learn How 

to become a 
fearless educator 

and build  
confidence in 
doing what is 

most important!

“

”

Olivia Odileke loves making  Ed Tech and teaching easier for teachers. For over 15 
years she worked as an educator at Title 1 schools in Florida. She served as a 
national PBL Teacher Trainer for the online school Stride.  She has personally 
trained over 7,000 teachers and continues to seek ways to innovate education. She 
is a Certified Trainer for Nearpod and an HMH Instructional Coach.   She also has 
written over 30 published lessons for Cpalms.org, Nearpod, and Pearson. She holds 
a M.Ed. in Instructional Technology. She is the author of the Beginner’s Guide to 
Nearpod. All of her experience has led her to becoming an expert in best 
instructional practices and the tech tools educators can use to drive student 
learning and curiosity. 
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